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INTRODUCTION

Innovation is at the forefront of the retailing industry as companies take on new
strategies and formats to enhance the customer experience. From phygital to
omnichannel, retailers are constantly advancing and revolutionising the way
consumers browse, shop and buy.
Euromonitor International’s Passport Retailing database provides comparative
analyses across more than 30 channels in 80 markets worldwide, delivering a
comprehensive view of the global retailing landscape to help businesses uncover
new opportunities, identify how shopper behaviours are driving change and
understand forecast growth and decline in this highly fragmented industry.
As part of the 2017 edition of Euromonitor International’s Passport Retailing data,
the “What’s New in Retail: Emerging Global Concepts” report showcases the diversity
and richness of the retail environment worldwide. Using seven criteria, ranging from
enhanced customer experience to innovative omnichannel strategies and new hybrid
formats, Euromonitor International’s global retailing experts reviewed more than 100
submissions from analysts worldwide to identify top concepts seen across the globe
within four categories: grocery, non-grocery, non-store and digital. These winning
concepts represent the future of retail and the ever-evolving shopper environment.
Emerging Retail Concepts Criteria

Source: Euromonitor International
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GROCERY
1

UBÅT AB, Näraffär

2

Alexela Oil, Farmers market stands

3

Yunyun Wholefood Co. Ltd.,
Naked Market

FIRST PLACE
NÄRAFFÄR

Are unmanned stores the future?

Näraffär is the first unmanned shop in Sweden. Robert Ilijason opened Näraffär in
Viken, a village in the country’s southern tip. The store has a selling space of 45 sq.
meters, and its doors are open at all times throughout the year. It is stocked with
basic grocery products similar to what consumers would find in local convenience
stores, such as milk, bread, sugar, canned food and diapers, all of which customers
can purchase by scanning the barcodes. Six surveillance cameras are used to
discourage shop lifting. Shoppers must be registered, have a bank identification
document and go through a credit check to make purchases using an app on their
Apple or Android devices. Payment is never handled in the shop; instead, invoices
are sent to shoppers after transactions are complete.
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G ro ce ry: F i r st P lac e

Technology-enabled store provides
easy access to groceries
In addition to Näraffär’s low operating
costs (Ilijason is the business’ only
employee), the unmanned store business
model may be a solution to a key problem
faced by the region’s locals: nearby grocery
stores. Due to high operating costs, many
local countryside shops in the region have
been replaced by supermarkets that are
often miles away. The lack of grocery stores,
especially for the elderly population in the
countryside, has created an opportunity
for retailers like Näraffär. For a town of
4,500 inhabitants, such as Viken, many
are already registered shoppers at Näraffär.
Furthermore, the low operating costs of
this model enable the retailer to offer its
goods at competitive prices.

Two challenges
to succeed:
Technology
and trust

The low operating costs of this
model enables the retailer to
offer its goods at competitive
prices.

Retailers, such as Näraffär, must overcome
two challenges to succeed with unmanned
stores: technology and trust. The concept
requires some familiarity with smartphones
and apps. The technological hurdle of
shopping at Näraffär is quite large for those
who are unversed or inexperienced in using
these electronic components. Many of Näraffär’s customer base will likely be elderly
shoppers with fixed incomes and relatively low comfort level with technology.
Additionally, the concept will require trust between the shop owner and customers.
Having a large, anonymous customer base could add to the trust issue faced by this
concept. However, it is possible that a more trusting relationship is developing
between retailers and shoppers, as evidenced by similar innovative concepts in
Sweden that challenge a traditional grocery store format.
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SECOND PLACE
ALEXELA OIL FARMERS’ STANDS

Petrol stations support farmers and
help attract customers
Alexela Oil is the oldest local petrol station chain in Estonia with more than 70
stations. The retailer launched farmers’ market stands in select stores and is the first
in the country to do so.
One goal of this initiative is to support small rural farmers. Farmers can book a stand
free of charge and sell their home-grown goods, such as fruits, vegetables, honey, milk,
juice, jam and handcrafted items. In addition, the concept also encourages existing
and new shoppers to frequent Alexela Oil’s stations, helping the retailer build a loyal
customer base.
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G ro ce ry: S e c o n d P lac e

The farmers’ market stands are considered successful, based on interest from sellers,
as well as customers seeking fresh and natural products that support rural life. The
concept allows Alexela Oil to benefit from an increased customer base and stronger
reputation, especially among rural residents. In addition, local farmers using fuel for
transportation and agricultural activities can boost Alexia Oil’s sales of petrol and
other energy sources.

Concept successful so far, but may be
difficult to sustain
These farmers’ market stands promote healthy and natural products from local sellers.
Shoppers were happy to have access to fresh, organic seasonal fruits at lower prices
compared to those found at organic grocery stores.

The farmers’ market stands are
considered successful based
on a high level of interest from
sellers as well as satisfied
customers seeking fresh and
natural products that in turn
support rural life.

Alexela Oil plans to increase the network
of stations with farmers’ market stands
significantly in the following year.
However, due to this easily replicated
model, one challenge will be to
distinguish its brand from others that
launch similar initiatives. Nevertheless,
the retailer has been focused on
developing a strong network in smaller
towns, and this may give Alexela Oil an
advantage over its main competitors,
Statoil and Olerex.
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THIRD PLACE
NAKED MARKET

Naked Market opens as first bulk whole
food store in Taiwan
In 2015, Yunyun Wholefood launched Naked Market as the first—and so far,
only—bulk whole food store in Taiwan. Naked Market offers a range of products,
including novel, non-local staples such as grains, pasta, spices and oils that are
not easily accessible in the area.
The store operates on a self-serve basis and consumers are encouraged to purchase
products in exact amounts. As an eco-friendly business, Naked Market sells its
products without packaging and recycled paper bags are supplied in store. Reusable
containers are available in store for purchase, and discounts are offered to shoppers
that bring their own bags and containers.
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G ro ce ry: T hir d P lac e

In addition to selling food, Naked
Market offers cooking lessons and
accepts reservations for group meal
orders that chefs prepare on site.

Naked Market
appeals to a
niche group
of customers

The store primarily appeals to Hong
Kong and Japanese expatriates as well
as locals, chefs and culinary students.
The products sold at Naked Market
are mostly imported. This requires
employees to constantly educate
themselves as well as consumers about
their ingredient and product offerings.

Taiwan’s economic
climate and
cultural factors
may delay growth
A number of factors could potentially hinder the appeal of Naked Market, including
high operation costs, unique product range and prices, poor economic conditions and a
diminished international corporate presence. Taiwan has recently experienced economic
changes, many of which led to a reduction of expatriates and the associated demand for
businesses like Naked Market. The current sluggish economy has inhibited expansion.
Furthermore, Naked Market taps into a non-mainstream food segment, aligning
closely with western and non-local cuisines. In general, Taiwanese consumers are
quite resistant to change. The retailer will likely have narrow appeal beyond the more
prosperous and internationally exposed neighbourhoods which are limited in number.
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NON-GROCERY
1

Siam Piwat Co. Ltd., Siam
Discovery the Exploratorium

2

Tom&Sawyer

3

Shinsegae Co. Ltd., Electro Mart

FIRST PLACE
SIAM DISCOVERY THE
EXPLORATORIUM

Siam Discovery the Exploratorium
offers lifestyle experiences
Siam Discovery the Exploratorium is a hybrid of a department store and a shopping
mall located in Thailand. At 40,000 sq. meters, the Exploratorium maintains a
self-curated retail business. “We’re calling our place the ‘Exploratorium’—a lifestyle
lab where visitors are drawn into stories with an emotional experience relevant to
their styles, interests, beliefs and trends rather than just being presented with a
selection of products. We have chosen to replace the rental system and not have
tenants but manage the total space by ourselves,” says Chadatip Chutrakul, Chief
Executive of Siam Piwat.
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Non -G roce ry: First P lac e

The Exploratorium offers more than 5,000 lifestyle brands under a single concept
that puts customers at the centre. Rather than classifying products by brands like
a department store, the Exploratorium categorises products by lifestyles designed
around a laboratory theme with seven labs: Her Lab, His Lab, Street Lab, Digital Lab,
Creative Lab, Play Lab and Retail Innovative Lab. Shoppers are encouraged to visit
and conduct their own experiments through testing, creating and cultivating
something for themselves.

Leveraging technology to deliver
personalisation
The Exploratorium leverages technology to
meet demand for unique shopping experiences
and appeals to younger consumers that seek
individualised merchandise. For retailers, the
Exploratorium is an ideal place to launch new
innovative products.
In its Social Discovery Interactive Exhibition,
the retailer implements a storytelling concept
with digital technology. Customers can log in
to their Instagram accounts and walk through
a digital tunnel with their photos displayed
on large LED screens, which enables a
personalised shopping experience.

We’re calling our place the
‘Exploratorium’–a lifestyle
lab where visitors are drawn
into stories with an emotional
experience relevant to their
styles, interests, beliefs and
trends.
Chadatip Chutrakul
Chief Executive, Siam Piwat
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N o n -G r o c e ry: F ir st P lace

Experiential shopping will help the
retailer stay competitive
With the rise of omnichannel, the retailing landscape is quickly changing, and
the role of brick-and-mortar stores is evolving. Stores are becoming a place for
experiential shopping—versus transactional shopping, which is mostly done
online due to greater convenience—and Siam Discovery the Exploratorium is
a leader in adapting to this change.
“In the age of the internet where you can
get information and everything you need
with a single click, I had to ask myself
why we need a retail space at all. My
idea is to create the ‘experience’ and
‘emotion’ of a comfort zone that you
can’t get from e-commerce,” says Oki
Sato, Chief Consultant for Siam Discovery
the Exploratorium’s building and interior
design. This statement illustrates the
retailer’s vision for a modern store that
responds to the changes e-commerce has
made in the retailing landscape.
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My idea is to create the
“experience” and “emotion” of
a comfort zone that you can’t
get from e-commerce.
Oki Sato
Chief Consultant, Siam Discovery
the Exploratorium

SECOND PLACE
TOM&SAWYER

Retailtainment shop sells human-grade
food for pets
Tom&Sawyer is a pet shop located in Toronto, Canada that opened its first outlet
in May 2016. Alongside pet products, the retailer offers high-quality, small batch
cat and dog meals developed under the guidance of a veterinarian, pet nutritionist,
chef and food scientists. Tom&Sawyer brands itself as “the first to use human-grade,
restaurant-quality ingredients to make meals nutritionally balanced for pets and
follow all human food public health guidelines.”
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N o n -G r o c e ry: S ec o n d P l ace

In addition to stocking merchandise
and providing a lounge area for pets
and their owners, the shop features
an on-site kitchen where meals are
prepared, further highlighting the quality
of ingredients. Tom&Sawyer also sells
products online at tomandsawyer.com
where consumers can place orders or
sign up for a home delivery subscription.

Pet humanisation
reflected in high
end pet shops
worldwide
This concept combines trends observed
in both Canada and abroad. Tom&Sawyer
provides a unique store experience that
allows consumers to watch pet meal
preparation first-hand. Additionally,
Tom&Sawyer’s website provides detailed
information about pets’ dietary needs
and the nutritional features of their
products. For example, their website
offers a Feeding Guide, which calculates
the ideal daily caloric intake of a cat
or dog based on breed, weight and
age to generate tailored product
recommendations. Their website also
features an FAQ section to strengthen
the company’s position as an expert in
premium pet food.

14
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Retailtainment
Adding an element of entertainment to the
retail shopping experience

Non -G roce ry: Se c o nd P lac e

Tom&Sawyer likely to succeed in
Canada and other markets
This store format takes advantage of current retail trends in Canada, and their
products further capitalise on overarching consumer trends. Healthier lifestyles
and nutrition are popular topics in Canada, and consumers are interested in the
origins and contents of their food. With a growing trend in pet humanisation and
perception of pets as equal members of the family, it makes sense that owners who
increasingly prioritise clean eating would want the same for their pets.
Two additional trends supporting Tom&Sawyer are the increase of child-free
households, which have more disposable income to splurge on their pets, and digital
consumers, who have a high willingness to shop online. As a result, Euromonitor
International’s Passport Pet Care database
projects premium dog and cat food to be the
fastest-growing price segment over the next
Euromonitor International’s
five years. Tom&Sawyer is well-positioned to
Passport Pet Care database
take advantage of this growth, and has announced
projects premium dog and cat
plans to open 20 outlets in Canada within the
food to be the fastest-growing
next five years. The concept also resonates
price segment over the next
with consumers outside of Canada, further
five years.
strengthening the outlook for Tom&Sawyer.
Within four months of launch, interested
consumers throughout Asia and Europe had
already contacted the company.
© EU R OMONITOR INTER NATIONAL
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THIRD PLACE
ELECTRO MART

Electro Mart offers retail outlet for
male consumers
Shinsegae launched an electronics and appliance specialist retailer brand, Electro
Mart, in May 2016. Previously, Electro Mart occupied a section of E-Mart, a Shinsegae
grocery retailer, allowing shoppers to try product offerings before making a purchase.
The concept was so well-received that Shinsegae decided to expand Electro Mart
into its own store. Electro Mart is the first stand-alone outlet in the country that
specifically targets male consumers. South Korean male consumers have huge market
potential as they are increasingly conscious about their appearances and place a
greater emphasis on enjoying life with dedicated hobbies.
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Non -G roce ry: Third P lac e

The store is located in the Pangyo area
of South Korea and spans 3,741 sq. meters.
Consumers can check out products ranging
from electronics, appliances and figures
to alcohol and cosmetics. The retailer also
features a barbershop for hair services.

Electro Mart’s
location helps
increase popularity
among Korean
male shoppers
The Pangyo area is known for its
focus on technology development
and is also referred to as PTV (Pangyo
Techno Valley). The area attracts male
workers of local IT companies, and this
population generally has a high interest
in electronics and appliances. Since
these products are typically purchased
in stores when compared to other
categories, offering an experience like
Electro Mart’s can help encourage sales.

Retailers like
Electro Mart are positioned for success
Male consumers have high spending power and represent under-tapped market
potential. Therefore, despite the current
economic downturn in South Korea, retailers
are increasingly targeting men. As the first
outlet focusing on this demographic, Electro
Male consumers have high
Mart has already gained tremendous attention.
spending power and represent
With few places for male consumers to feel
an under-tapped market
comfortable and spend their leisure time, this
potential.
retailer will likely gain popularity among this
group over time.
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NON-STORE
1

DeNA Co. Ltd. and Yamato
Transport Co. Ltd.

2

Boxeway SA, PackASAP

3

Migros Tic AS, Migros Deniz
Market

FIRST PLACE
DENA AND YAMATO TRANSPORT

On-demand delivery and surrogate
shopping services
Yamato Transport, a leading logistics service provider, and DeNA, an online
marketplace operator, partnered to create the next generation logistics solution
supporting internet retailing in Japan. The joint project has two core services:
on-demand delivery and surrogate shopping.
The on-demand service offers delivery for online purchases at a time and location
customers designate. Customers can request deliveries to specific places, such as a
convenience store, or use GPS on their mobile device to set a location. The service
seeks to address the challenge of the “absence on delivery” issue, which requires
delivery representatives to make repeated attempts
to deliver orders. This issue currently accounts for
nearly 20% of all deliveries, according to research
conducted by The Ministry of Land, Infrastructure,
of all first delivery attempts
are
unsuccessful due to
Transport and Tourism.

20%

“absence on delivery”
The surrogate shopping service is primarily for
customers with limited mobility, such as the growing elderly population and families
with small children. Customers can make multiple orders from different retailers in
the region. Once orders are placed, a Yamato Transport vehicle will visit each store to
load orders and make deliveries.
The services are not yet implemented, but the two companies announced plans for
a year-long trial starting March 2017 in deregulated zones specially designated by the
Japanese government.
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N o n -Sto r e: F ir st P lac e

Self-driving cars
could significantly
impact Japan’s
retailing landscape
This joint project aims to implement
self-driving robotic cars for the two
core services. If successfully launched,
self-driving vehicles could potentially
change the overall Japanese retailing
industry. With self-driving vehicles,
orders could be delivered around the
clock—a service customers increasingly
demand—and may even solve the high
delivery cost issue for retailers. Although
the vehicles will have drivers for safety
measures during the trial period, the
project ultimately aims to have fully
autonomous vehicles. If the trial is
successful, the services will be rolled
out nationwide.
The on-demand delivery service will
bring enhanced customer experiences
and expand omnichannel opportunities.
As internet retailing continues to grow,
increased orders and limited capabilities
are logistical challenges retailers will
face along with the country’s shrinking
workforce. These challenges will need
to be addressed as retailers scale their
online grocery businesses. Retailers are
looking for cost-efficient methods that
will meet the requirements of grocery
delivery (temperature, for example), and
the services offered by this partnership
may be an ideal solution.
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ABOVE: Yamato Transport page on LINE messaging
app where customers can designate when to
receive packages

SECOND PLACE
PACKASAP

PackASAP is first of its kind in Argentina

PackASAP is an e-locking solution providing temporary storage, aimed to assist in
e-commerce deliveries. The lockers work like a P.O. Box, but the transaction,
reservation, payment and notification are handled online. PackASAP is a pioneer
in this industry, and also the first to launch this solution in Argentina.

© EU R OMONITOR INTER NATIONAL
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N o n -Sto r e: S ec o n d P l ace

PackASAP lockers can be accessed using
encrypted codes that are generated once
a transaction is made. This same code
enables users to open and notify third
parties that the delivery has been made.
This concept offers a technological
solution with no intermediaries, cutting
costs for both consumers and retailers.
For businesses, it reduces logistics costs
since the delivery is centralised. For
shoppers, it offers convenience and the
ability to pick up a package at any time.
PackASAP currently offers two business
plans—one for individual use and one
for companies. The company offers 11
locations in Buenos Aires and it recently
made deals with domestic couriers to
cut costs even further.

80%

of Argentineans connect to
the internet through mobile
devices
Connectivity and payment are important
factors to consider for retailers operating
in Argentina. Eight out of 10 Argentineans
connect to the internet through mobile
devices and online payments are quickly
gaining traction. The goal of the company
is to provide greater customer satisfaction
and to unlock the country’s e-commerce
potential.
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Non -Store : Se c o nd P lac e

Expansion is likely with the rise of
e-commerce and low investment costs
E-commerce growth is remarkable in Argentina, but the true potential is in cross
border e-commerce, now that this market opened
after seven years of being restricted. Sales are
anticipated to grow significantly and couriers can
rely on automated solutions, such PackASAP.
The benefits of automation
and easy maintenance will spur
With the expected increase in e-commerce sales,
the growth of locations as well
PackASAP’s expansion to other regions is likely,
as competitors, if the model
especially considering the relatively low costs to
proves to be profitable.
install lockers. The benefits of automation and
easy maintenance will spur the growth of
locations as well as competitors, if the model
proves to be profitable. The concept could be scalable and leveraged through deals
with other traditional retailers.
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THIRD PLACE
MIGROS DENIZ MARKET

Floating market provides off-shore
shopping
Migros Deniz Market is a grocery store on a travelling boat. The concept leverages
the large boat tourism industry in Turkey. Migros Deniz Market will operate during
summer months mainly in the bays of Fethiye and Göcek, where boat tourism is
popular.
The sea market is 40 meters in length with 172 sq. meters of selling space. The store
will carry more than 2,500 products, including fresh baked goods and deli products,
and will feature a delivery service to private boats. Alternatively, customers can use
Migros boats to dock onto the sea market and shop.
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Non -Store : Third P lac e

Provides easy
access to goods
for boat tourists
Migros Deniz Market primarily targets
boat owners and tourists. Prices of
products in Migros Deniz Market are
the same as those in Migros’ traditional
outlets, which is an attractive factor from
the customers’ perspective. Additionally,
to remain environment-friendly, the sea
market will offer cloth shopping bags
instead of plastic ones.
Migros Deniz Market aims to meet shopper demand for convenience. Consumers
can track the boat’s location in the harbour and order online. The shop also has
an ATM that allows boat tourists to complete banking operations without going to
shore. One of the most appealing aspects is that it provides shoppers easy access
to necessary items, such as drinking water, without returning to land or shopping
in bulk in advance.

Branding opportunities and
convenience in an interesting format

Similar to a pop-up store, the sea market will serve as an excellent branding tool
for Migros. Furthermore, Turkey is set to remain an important destination for boat
tourism, and concepts such as Migros Deniz Market will likely stay in demand. The
convenience appeal, from offering delivery and eliminating the trips to shore for
groceries, as well as competitive prices, will keep the concept relevant.
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DIGITAL
1

Fineseed Inc., Kossori Nouen

2

Pomo Search Ltd. T/A, Pointy

3

Yandex.Market OOO, Snimite
Odezhdu

FIRST PLACE
KOSSORI NOUEN

Kossori Nouen takes farm-to-table to a
new level
Fineseed is a Tokyo-based company that operates various innovative businesses
in agriculture, healthcare and inbound travel, among others. In August 2015, the
company introduced Kossori Nouen, a new online grocery concept. This initiative
enables consumers to directly participate in the farming of fruits by monitoring the
conditions of the farm, including temperature, carbon dioxide and humidity levels,
through a mobile app. By using video monitoring technology, consumers can select
when they want their fruits harvested or leave the task to the professional farmers.
Harvested fruit can be shipped in a regular box or a premium gift box. Membership
includes three harvests / shipments per year, but members can harvest up to 20 times
for additional fees.
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D i g i tal : F ir st P lac e

Mobile app brings
virtual farming to
urbanites
This service meets several demands
of the Japanese grocery market. Kossori
Nouen offers high quality fresh fruit,
appealing to the rising consumer demand
for food safety. It also offers a unique
online shopping experience while
capitalising on the growing interest in
farming among the urban population.
Japanese consumers frequently play
mobile farming games, such as Hay Day.

This initiative enables consumers
to directly participate in the
farming of fruits by monitoring
the conditions of the farm...
through a mobile app.

The rental farm, which enables urbanites
to rent small plots of land to grow their
produce, has gained popularity, especially
since baby boomers entered retirement.
Mothers in urban areas interested in
Shokuiku (food and nutrition education)
also seek out farming activities that they
can engage in with their children. Kossori
Nouen offers consumers access to farming
opportunities without the responsibilities
associated with maintaining a farm.

28
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Shokuiku
food and nutrition education

Di gi tal: First P lac e

High prices of
produce may be
a deterrent
There will be room for growth of
participatory grocery shopping concepts,
particularly as concerns regarding food
safety and the farm-to-table trend
continues. Certain consumer segments,
particularly families with small children,
are more willing to pay extra for safe,
high-quality foods.
During an interview with Euromonitor
International, a Fineseed representative
commented that the company is planning
to further expand beyond fruits into
other product varieties in the future.
The company also plans to increase
functionality and optimise the app,
providing a more entertaining experience
that mimics a mobile game, such as
applying fertilisers to land. However,
one potential barrier for scaling is the
relatively high price of products compared
to similar items available at grocery stores.

© EU R OMONITOR INTER NATIONAL
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SECOND PLACE
POINTY

“Be found online, sell offline”

Pointy is an Irish tech startup offering an easy way for retailers to get their in-store
products online. The company works in two ways, benefitting consumers and retailers
alike. The app helps consumers search for products that are in stock at participating
retailers within proximity of their mobile GPS location. The box allows retailers to get
their stocked inventory in front of consumers who are searching for products nearby.
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Di gi tal: Se c o nd P lac e

According to Michael Gill, legal and operations at Pointy, the company’s key message
to local retailers is “be found online, sell offline”. The company has created the means
for retailers to benefit from consumers searching for products on their smartphones.
Pointy’s promise of “we do all the work” allows retailers to get on with their core
business while bringing customers in store. Currently, there are approximately 700
retailers on the app with projected growth to 1,500 by the end of 2016, and more than
250,000 searchable products.

Easy installation for retailers and a
simple app for shoppers
Retailers connect one end of the Pointy box—a small electronic device—to their
barcode scanner and the other to their point-of-sale (POS) system. When a product
is scanned with the box attached, the barcode is recorded, enabling Pointy to detect
the product’s details, such as name, description and image. With the box connected
to internet, it is then able to put stocked inventory on the retailer’s Pointy profile.
The product is particularly useful for independent retailers and franchisers as a way
to advertise what products they have in stock. The rewards program encourages
customer loyalty and allows Pointy to measure how effective and beneficial the service
is for retailers.

© EU R OMONITOR INTER NATIONAL
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Shoppers are able to search for a variety
of products and view product availability
using an app before going to a store.
Furthermore shoppers can filter through
products by categories, such as gluten-free
grocery items—a key feature that attracts
a growing population with dietary
restrictions.

Convenience
and omnichannel
position Pointy for
future growth
This product has strong potential to
enhance the shopping experience for
consumers. As demand for omnichannel
retailing rises globally and more shoppers
engage in channel hopping, inventory
transparency will be increasingly
important.
Pointy operates primarily in Dublin, but
the service is expanding rapidly to other
areas across Ireland. While the service is
predominantly used by grocery retailers,
those in other sectors are also jumping
on board. Other retailers, including
independent book stores and hardware
retailers could benefit from this service,
particularly if they specialise in relatively
rare, hard-to-find products. As convenience
continues to grow in demand, Pointy could
become an essential app in the near future.
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As demand for omnichannel
retailing rises globally and
shoppers increasingly engage
in channel hopping, inventory
transparency will be increasingly
important.

THIRD PLACE
SNIMITE ODEZHDU

App using vision
technology helps
increase online
apparel and
footwear sales
In July 2016, Yandex.Market released a new
app in Russia called Snimite Odezhdu “Take
off your clothes”. The app assists users
when searching and purchasing apparel and
footwear products. Consumers take pictures
of a desired item and upload the images to
Snimite Odezhdu. The app then searches its
system of 5 million images, and generates a
list of similar products based on colour, style and other factors. Users
can also read reviews of suggested products based on the search results.

Encourages online shopping and
customer loyalty
The app has great potential, as apparel and footwear is a leading category for
e-commerce. The goal is to encourage shoppers to make clothing purchases online
and to make searching for these items more convenient, therefore boosting
shopper loyalty.
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Growing demand will lead to
emergence of similar apps
In Russia, internet retailing has been
developing extremely fast in recent years.
Between 2010 and 2015, internet retailing
in Russia saw a compound annual growth
rate (cagr) of nearly 30%, surpassing the
global cagr of 23%. There are numerous
market players operating in the channel and
many are growing quickly. New innovative
technologies that make online shopping
faster and more convenient are becoming
an essential tool for success.

Between 2010 and 2015, internet
retailing in Russia saw a
compound annual growth rate
(cagr) of nearly 30%, surpassing
the global cagr of 23%.

The app will likely become popular among Russian consumers. However, according
to Yandex.Market, the app is currently in an experimental phase, and the company
acknowledges that there are improvements with the app that need to be implemented.
With the rising demand of apparel and footwear purchases online in Russia,
competitive apps are currently on the market and more will likely emerge. Ultimately,
the app that can offer the best user interface, best product offerings, a safe and easy
payment system and convenient delivery options will be best positioned for success.
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CONCLUSION

The retailing landscape continues to evolve quickly on a global scale. As shopper
demand for faster, more convenient services at any time through any channel
and device continues, retailers around the world are innovating to meet them.
Advancements made by retailers in each of the four categories covered in this
report—grocery, non-grocery, non-store and digital—will continue to spur
further innovations.
Within the grocery category, polarisation continues as shoppers are less interested
in mid-market grocery products. Globally, grocery retailers are adapting to customers’
omnichannel shopping behaviour. The key area of innovation for grocery retailers
for many markets is developing a sustainable delivery model. As various factors such
as urbanisation, advances in technology and the ageing population shape shopper
demand for convenience, innovation in the grocery retailing landscape will continue.
Within the non-grocery category, achieving omnichannel proficiency is increasingly
becoming a priority for retailers. More specifically, the role of the physical store is
changing and adapting to meet evolving shopper behaviour. These stores are becoming
a place for experiential shopping versus transactional, which is being claimed by online
channels due to greater convenience. Retailers that offer a curated assortment of
goods based on different lifestyles and unique in-store experiences, often enabled by
digital technology, are on the rise.
Within the non-store category, retailers are prioritising innovation around logistics.
In both developed and emerging markets, customer demand for convenient fulfilment
options like delivery services continues, and retailers in the non-store category are
innovating as well as partnering with non-retail companies to better serve their
customers.
Within the digital category, innovative concepts are focused on mobile commerce in
the context of omnichannel retailing. Empowered by advances in technology, as well
as developments in the offline retailing space, innovations that focus on providing
seamless and personalised shopping experiences that integrate both physical and
digital realms are likely to prevail.
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Pakdee Chumroonwatthana: Siam Piwat Co. Ltd., Siam Discovery
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Suh Hyeon Kim: Shinsegae Co. Ltd., Electro Mart – South Korea
NON-STORE
Yuri Gorai: DeNA Co. Ltd. and Yamato Transport Co. Ltd. – Japan
Matias Togni: Boxeway SA, PackASAP – Argentina
Hakan Yavuzyılmaz: Migros Tic AS, Migros Deniz Market – Turkey
DIGITAL
Yuri Gorai: Fineseed Inc., Kossori Nouen – Japan
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Definitions

Grocery: Concepts in the “Grocery” category cover retailers in the grocery space,
both online and offline.
Non-Grocery: Concepts in the “Non-Grocery” category cover non-grocery retailers.
Categories include, but are not limited to apparel and footwear, beauty and personal
care, consumer electronics, pet care, toys and games and others.
Non-Store: Concepts in the “Non-Store” category cover retailers across all—both
grocery and non-grocery—categories. Non-store channels include, but are limited to,
home shopping, direct selling and vending.
Digital: Concepts in the “Digital” category covers all—both grocery and
non-grocery — categories. Concepts from this category provide insight into
companies’ digital presence.
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